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ENVIRONMENT

CAOBA DOORS IS SMARTWOOD CERTIFIED
(SW COC 073)
For over 2 decades Caoba Doors & Windows has been a leader in promoting the environmental and sustainable use of wood. We are committed to using
lumber harvested in a sustainable fashion and abide by the guidelines of the Forest Stewardship Council when called upon to produce certified products.
Furthermore our construction methods take into account the value of the raw materials as we utilize the resources to their fullest.
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That's Design Dictated Manufacturing®
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Pocketing Corner Locking Slider

VISTA VIEW WALL SYSTEMS

CORNERING UNIT

STRAIGHT UNIT

E-3 HARDWARE MAXIMUM DOOR WIDTH 39” • MAXIMUM DOOR HEIGHT 120” • DOOR THICKNESS 1 3/4” OR 2 1/4”

RADIUS UNIT

HEAD

JAMB

STANDARD SILL

FLUSH TRACK SILL
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VISTA VIEW
LIFT & SLIDE

Vista View Wall System (Flush Track Application)

Corner Locking Slider

Caoba Doors has, for many
years, been an innovator
with our Vista View Wall
Systems. We have lead the
Bi-folding Wall System
market by building only the
highest quality doors and
combined them with finest
hardware in the World.
The Vista View Door System
is the most exciting way to
bring the outside in.
Whether you are
entertaining guests or
simply enjoying the best
that Mother Nature has to
offer, there is no more
functional or elegant way to
make a statement of class.
Vista View Systems can
accommodate openings up
to 48 feet in width and
heights of over 12 feet.
Corner Locking & Impact
applications are available –
Caoba Doors can make
…Your Vision Realized!!!

Wall System

Vista View Window

3 Panel Vista View

Lift & Slide Wall Systems are another option for a
seamless transition to the outdoors. The hardware
is corrosion resistant and exceptionally reliable.
Perfect for verandas, patios, and pool side decks.
Unlimited configurations are attainable with our
multitude of wall systems.

Lift & Slide hardware
allows even the largest
panels to be moved with
the touch of a finger. The
panels ride smoothly and
efficiently within their
tracks. Low rise & flush
mount track
configurations are
available.

4 Panel Vista View System (2L2R configuration)
***Non accessible from exterior***

Screening Options are
available for both the Vista
View and Lift & Slide Wall
Systems. Both Units can
be automated or operated
manually. Lift and Slide
Systems utilize an
interlock system that
allow the doors to nest in
the closed position.

Large Panel Lift & Slide System (Stacking)

Lift & Slide System

SLIDING DOOR WALL SYSTEMS

Multiple 3 Panel Vista View

Pocketing Lift & Slide

LIFT & SLIDE STACKING SYSTEM

SINGLE POCKET LIFT & SLIDE SYSTEM

LIFT & SLIDE STACKING SYSTEM W/EXTERIOR SCREENS

DOUBLE POCKET LIFT & SLIDE SYSTEM

DOOR
DOOR
SCREEN
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HEAD JAMB

SILL

JAMB LEG (TOP VIEW)
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VISTA VIEW

8 Panel Slider (Stacking)

LIFT & SLIDE

Sliding Door (Multiple Units)

Wall System

Radius Vista View Systems

MONTEREY (Interior Side)

Barcelona

1480 Full Surround

Caoba’s Doors Wrought
Iron Collection is a
combination of Elegant
Old World Craftsmanship
with 21st Century energy
efficiency and security.
Privacy can be add by
replacing the interior
sheet of clear glass with
either sandblast or many
other temperable options
located in the glass
section. Custom designs
are always welcome –
our goal is to make
…Your Vision Realized!

4280

MADRID

WESTMINSTER

7

780

775

180

1180 w/1181 Sidelite

1230
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DECORATIVE IRON

Our Decorative Iron designs are comprised of
original designs and are always made by hand, the
old fashioned way. Our decorative wrought iron
grills can be mounted and hinged on the exterior
surface of the door allowing for easy cleaning or
installed between two pieces of insulating glass for
elegance and energy efficiently.

Entry Doors

SEVILLE

480

1330 Full Surround

530

BARCELONA4230

1480 FULL SURROUND
Barcelona

Whether it is a custom
wrought iron design with
hand made grape vines or
a combination iron glass
panel, Caoba Doors never
compromises quality by
using hollow tube or
substandard species of
lumber. All of our iron
designs are built to
withstand the tests of time
with only solid iron and
forged by hand the old
fashioned way. Privacy
can be add by replacing
the interior sheet of clear
glass with either sandblast
or many other
temperable options
located in the glass
section. Custom designs
are always welcome –
our goal is to make
…Your Vision Realized!

4280
Merlot

580

330

Dade and
IBC Impact Rated
9

3915

1130 with 1130 Sidelite

1430 Full Surround

830

130

780

230

775

730 180

1180 WITH 1181 SIDELITE

773

1230
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DECORATIVE IRON

Caoba Doors is well known as the innovator of the
Combination Iron Glass light design. Our Combination
Iron designs are comprised of a decorative wrought
iron grill holding a traditional leaded panel all insulated
between 2 pieces of clear tempered glass.

Entry Doors

CANTINA

CUSTOM 3967 PAIR W/FULL SURROUND

3872 Unit

As the innovator of the full
surround door system,
Caoba Doors type not only
has the ability to engineer
and construct the system
to the highest standards,
but we also have the
experience to create any
design you can envision.
No size or design is too
difficult for Caoba Doors.

3967 Unit

4803 UNIT

11

We offer many different
textures including, Light,
Medium, & Heavy Distress
Levels, as well as Wire
Brushed, Smooth Swalt, &
Antique Distress. Refer to
the Pre-finish colors to
gain a better
understanding of our
capabilities.

4231

4232

4200

4242 w/ 4002 Sidelites

4157
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RIO TUSCANY

Caoba Doors has a long and proud reputation for
designing and manufacturing the most authentic
Rustic Doors in the industry. We combine old world
craftsmanship with modern construction to give you
the esthetics and durability you are looking for. Only
authentic techniques like Hand Hewning are employed
to obtain textures that make every door a one of a kind
masterpiece.

Entry Doors

NOTTINGHAM

4172

4182

4331

4061

4152

4801

4150

4250

4153

The Principle Entrance to your home is a statement.
As the innovator of the full surround door system,
Caoba Doors can accommodate any opening and
design concept you may have. Our Rio Tuscany doors
are built from the finest hardwoods and although their
style represents days past, they are built to the most
modern of specs.
Dade and IBC Impact Rated

4157

4250 Full Surround
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4249

4302

4143

4240

4421

ROUND CLAVO

DIAMOND CLAVO

SQUARE CLAVO

GRAPES

LEAVES

G-14

T-01

T-02

E-4

E-2

E-3

DIAMOND PLATE

4131

H-004

4094

4252 Arch w/1376 Surround

H-005

4323

E-3

4158 w/Surround

P-001

4157 DOOR W/ TRANSOM

All of the iron used in
our Rio Tuscany Rustic
Doors is solid. We never
compromise our
products by using nails
or false appliqués. Even
our clavos are all predrilled and screwed in
by hand for added
strength and security.
No Size or design is too
difficult for Caoba
Doors. Custom designs
are always welcome –
our goal is to make
…Your Vision Realized!
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RIO TUSCANY

4163

Entry Doors

4153 Arch

4252 ARCH W/ 1376 SURROUND

54 SQ TG

54 Arch TG

75 Arch

101 PP

101 TG w/101 TG Sidelite

101 CP
75 ARCH

Dade and IBC Impact Rated

102 TG w/102 TG Sidelite

475

102 PP

102 CP

103 TG w/103 TG Sidelite

107 TG w/107 TG Sidelite

TG ..........Triple Glazed
PP..............Plain Panel
CP..........Carved Panel
DG ..Dual Glazed Glass

CUSTOM 1375 UNIT W/ IG BEVEL GLASS
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All of our doors are
constructed of the finest
hardwoods. We use
Honduras Mahogany,
Walnut, Oak, Maple, Alder
and Cherry just to
mention a few. Solid
construction, Mortise and
Tenon joinery, hand cut
miters, true floating
panels and raised
moulding both sides are
all standards at Caoba
Doors. We use tried and
true construction
methods to build our
products as we take great
pride in every door that
we produce. A multitude
of glass options are
available including TG
Brass, Black, & Silver
caming options.

203 TG w/203 TG Sidelite

203 PP

203 CP

304 PP

320 CP

3320 TG
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CLASSIC

THE PRINCIPAL ENTRANCE TO YOUR HOME IS A
STATEMENT. Whether it is a double door double
sidelite system with a transom or a single entry door,
Caoba Doors offers you the ability to create that
statement.

Entry Doors

CUSTOM 750 DG UNIT W/ TRANSOM

511 TG w/511 TG Sidelite

525 TG w/525 TG Sidelite

525 PP

525 CP

534 PP

900 TG w/900 TG Sidelite

920 TG w/920 TG Sidelite

1100 TG w/1100 TG Sidelite

1107 TG w/1107 Sidelite

1115 TG

BACCHUS UNIT

550 PP w/550 DG Sidelite

560 DG

566 PP

600 PP

610 CP

1375 DG Unit

1411 CP w/1411 CP Sidelite

2104 TG

2204 TG

3704 CP

Well into our 3rd decade
of business, Caoba
Doors understands the
importance of meeting
our client’s needs. As a
design dictated
manufacturer we can
build almost anything
you can imagine.
Limitless options are at
your finger tips and
unsurpassed quality and
craftsmanship will help
make
…Your Vision Realized!

TG ..........Triple Glazed
PP..............Plain Panel
CP..........Carved Panel
DG ..Dual Glazed Glass
17

620 CP

700 TG

750 TG

850 TG

6363 CP

Cayman

Valencia

Carved Caoba
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CLASSIC

Caoba Doors offers solid wood construction using
premium grade lumbers. Solid construction, Mortise
and Tenon joinery, hand cut miters, true floating
panels and raised moulding both sides are all
standards at Caoba Doors. A multitude of glass
options are available including TG Brass, Black, &
Silver caming options.

Entry Doors

WESTMINSTER

1100 TG SILVER W/ TRANSOM

412 TG TRANSOM

512 TG TRANSOM

6900

1521 DG Bevel

5522 TG w/5060 TG Sidelites and 450 TG Transom

111 TG

Caoba Doors uses quality
craftsmanship to produce
interior & French Doors
to meet the design
requirements of all styles
and tastes. Additionally
Caoba Doors
manufactures many types
of louvers; varying louver
dimensions, angles and
spacing are available as
well as operable louvers
to provide the ultimate
combination between
privacy and ventilation.
All exterior doors are
also available for interior
applications.

751 TG w/511 TG Transom
6904

1508

3710 CP

TG ..........Triple Glazed
PP..............Plain Panel
CP..........Carved Panel
DG ..Dual Glazed Glass
19

TG ..........Triple Glazed
PP..............Plain Panel
CP..........Carved Panel
DG ..Dual Glazed Glass
5521 TG w/5001 TG Sidelite

5523 TG w/5075 TG Sidelite

1152 TG w/1152 TG Sidelites

852 TG

1509 w/Sidelite

1500 w/Sidelite

1510 w/Sidelite

1501

1506 w/Sidelite
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FRENCH & INTERIOR

Hearth & Home was
essential to the artisans of
the Arts & Crafts
movement. Caoba Doors
offers entry door
selections that hearkens
from this import art
movement. Our
Geometric doors make an
exceptional addition to
the contemporary home.
These two lines combined
will grace the most
modest bungalow to the
most elaborate
contemporary home.

1508 UNITS

Doors

GEOMETRIC & CRAFTSMAN

Entry Doors

4106 DG

309 TRANSOM

400 TRANSOM

500 TRANSOM

600 TRANSOM

102 Cambridge

106 Victorian

107 Monticello

3101

3321

21

3863

3103

3505

3902 w/Sidelite

3110

3525

3926 w/Sidelite

3303

3304

3602

3313

3708

3928

109 Cardiff

112 Windsor

113 Fountainbleu

114 Versailles

117 Williamsburg

121 Belle Epoque

Caoba Doors offers a
beautiful collection of full
surround fireplace
mantels for your home.
These full surround
handcrafted and hand
carved works of art are
constructed from only the
finest hardwoods. As
always we encourage
custom designs and sizes.
Our mantels are available
unfinished or prefinished.

3851

3971

Classic Elegance

French Provincial

English Tudor

Simple Elegance
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FULL SURROUND

Caoba Doors is well
known as the
manufacturer of Custom
Door Designs. Should it
be an architects rendering
or a photo representing a
historic design that needs
to be reproduced, we are
able to transform concept
into reality. Carved
panels, intricate beveled
glass designs and arched
or gothic shapes are areas
in which we excel.

Fireplace Mantels

DESIGN DICTATED

Entry Doors

SAN LUCAS UNIT

Double Hung Window

French Casement Windows

Tilt & Turn Window

Specialty Window

QUALITY CONSTRUCTION

23

Caoba Doors is a
nationally recognized
Historical Reproduction
specialist. From
Commercial to
Residential with a full
compliment of wood
species and glass types,
there is no company
better suited to build
your custom wood
windows. Custom
Finishes and textures are
available to make
…Your Vision Realized!
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YOUR VISION REALIZED

Caoba Doors is the manufacturers of almost every type
of window, from Casement to Double Hung, Pivot to
Slider, Tilt & Turn to Awning. Our engineering
department is experienced with all window shapes
including arches, segment heads and concave/convex
units.

Windows

FRENCH CASEMENT (Arch Top)

CASEMENT W/ARCHED TRANSOM

Arched Double Hung

DOUBLE HUNG PAIR W/TRANSOM

As a Design Dictated Manufacturer, Caoba Doors
offers limitless options. From Historical Reproductions with Traditional Weight & Chains to
Modern Concealed Pneumatic Balance Systems, we
can satisfy even the most technical of specs.
Concealed Pull down screens are hidden within the
construction as not to detract from the natural
beauty of the window.

TDL DOUBLE HUNG W/ARCH TRANSOM

INTERIOR
Double Hung (Commercial Application)

25

Double Hung Pair

Double Hung (Multi-Light Option)

Caoba Doors is a
nationally recognized
Historical Reproduction
specialist. From
Commercial to
Residential with a full
compliment of wood
species and glass types,
there is no company
better suited to build
your custom wood
windows. Custom
Finishes and textures are
available to make
…Your Vision Realized!

Double Hung (Commercial Application)

Double Hung (Historical Reproduction)

Double Hung (Multi-Tenant)

EXTERIOR VIEW

EXTERIOR

INTERIOR

EXTERIOR
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DOUBLE HUNG

Double Hung (Commercial Application)

Windows

HISTORICAL REPRODUCTION

Arch Casements

FRENCH CASEMENT

FRENCH CASEMENT
REMOVABLE SCREEN

INTERIOR
Casement w/Hinged Screen
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Arch Casements

French Casement w/Transom

Arch Casements

Arch French Casement

French Casement w/Transom

EXTERIOR VIEW

EXTERIOR

INTERIOR

EXTERIOR

Caoba Doors takes great
pride in using only the
finest hardware and
weather seals from
Europe and the US. Our
operating hardware is
corrosion resistant for
seaside use and our finish
colors will compliment
any color scheme. Our
glass is from only the
finest US and European
manufactures and we
offer all types of specialty
glass including laminated,
Low-E, and Bevel, just to
name a few.

28

CASEMENT

Caoba Doors is successful because we are able to
listen to our clients and are willing to provide flexibility
in a world that is often geared toward mass
production. Our Casement windows prove that fact.
Whether it is a French, Crank-out, or Friction Pushout, we specialize in meeting your needs.

Windows

Arch Casements

TDL CASEMENT

Crank-out Awning

PRIVACY TRANSOM

Whether it is a commercial or residential project,
a Hopper or an Awning type window, we can build
it all. Caoba Doors specialize in custom, one of a
kind products that are built specifically for your
project. Custom Finishes and textures are available
to make …Your Vision Realized.
Dade and IBC Impact Rated

OVAL PIVOT WINDOW
FIXED SCREEN

INTERIOR
Friction Push Out w/Fixed Arch Transom
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Interior Flat lattice Bi-fold w/Arch Transom

Arch French Casement in w/Fixed Sidelites

Fixed/Casement/Fixed

Arch Casement w/Hinged Screens

Fixed TDL Window

EXTERIOR VIEW

EXTERIOR

INTERIOR

EXTERIOR

As a Design Dictated
Builder, Caoba Doors are
made with only the finest
hardware available. Old
World craftsmanship
joined with 21st Century
technology allows us to
make specialty windows
that meet the most
demanding of design
specifications while
providing the ultimate in
functionality. A
combination window
that has a Tilt & Turn at
one leaf and a swing in
Casement style window
on the other is just one
example of how we can
make
…Your Vision Realized!
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TILT & TURN / SPECIALTY

XO Slider w/Fixed Transom

Windows

TDL CASEMENT

Caoba Doors specializes in full house packages.
From Garage Doors to Courtyard Gates we can do
it all. Our Metal Gates are always solid forged iron
and our Garage Doors are built to match the Trim
and Millwork package on the house thus giving you
the ultimate in style and quality.

HANA W/CARVED SIDE PANELS

Caoba Doors is best
known for our Doors &
Windows but as a Design
Dictated manufacturer we
have built a reputation for
having the ability to build
entrance gates and garage
doors that compliment
your millwork package.
We have taken our proven
manufacturing techniques
and applied them to
building you the best
quality gates and wood
Garage doors possible.

CAYMAN GATES

4 Piece Sectional Full Plank w/Iron

Cayman Hand Carved Radius Top

SAN LUCAS GATE W/ SAN LUCAS DOOR ARCHED DOORS
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Shaker Style w/ Turned Branch Bars

Mid Level w/ Turned Branch Bars

Contemporary Obscure

Contemporary Vented

Contemporary Obscure Tall

32

YOUR VISION REALIZED

“Barn” Style TDL Garage Doors

Gates&Garage

8 Panel Courtyard Gates

4 PIECE SECTIONAL GARAGE DOOR

Doors & Wall Units

HANA W/CARVED SIDE PANELS

Our Kitchen Cabinet
packages are designed
to give you the ultimate
in style and functionality.
Although we are best
known for our Doors &
Windows, we
manufacture our
Cabinets from the finest
hardwoods and never
compromise quality by
using veneers or substandard species of
wood to build our full
box Kitchen Cabinets.
Complete trim packages
including Base Board
and Crown Moulding are
used to compliment the
impeccable
craftsmanship.

EXPOSED FALSE BEAMS

Flat Lattice Sliding Closet Doors

33

Designer Lavatory

Crown Moulding & Window Trim

Resort Locker Rooms

Complete Kitchen Cabinets Packages

Specialty Trim
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KITCHENS, CLOSETS & VANITIES

Whether it be Windows, Fireplace Mantels,
Cabinets, or a full Trim Package – Caoba Doors will
meet all of your needs. We never compromise
quality or craftsman ship.

Interiors

Cabinets & Islands

BATHROOM CABINETS

Along with our standard
clear glass we offer several
types of textured glass
panels to help you obtain
that designer touch you are
looking for.

MEDIUM OAK

CHERRY

CRAFTMAN

WHEAT

OAK

OAK

CHERRY

CEDAR

CEDAR

NATURAL

CHAPO

WHEAT

ANTIGUA

RUSTIC BROWN

COLONIAL ANTIQUE

SELECT ALDAR

KNOTTY ALDAR

KNOTTY ALDAR

KNOTTY ALDAR

KNOTTY ALDAR

KNOTTY ALDAR

TUSCAN

ANTIGUA

RT-100

ANTIQUE

TRADITIONAL HACIENDA

SANTE FE

KNOTTY ALDAR

KNOTTY ALDAR

KNOTTY ALDAR

KNOTTY ALDAR

KNOTTY ALDAR

KNOTTY ALDAR

SIERRA BROWN

SANTA CRUZ

TUSCAN

RT-100

MEDIUM MAHOGANY

TRADITIONAL HACIENDA

KNOTTY ALDAR

MAHOGANY

MAHOGANY

MAHOGANY

MAHOGANY

MAHOGANY

QUINTA BELLA

ANTIQUE

BEACH VILLAS

COLONIAL ANTIQUE

SANTA FE

DARK MAHOGANY

MAHOGANY

MAHOGANY

MAHOGANY

MAHOGANY

MAHOGANY

MAHOGANY

GLUECHIP

WHITE LAMINATE

BAMBOO FROST

FLEMISH

SEEDY SWIRL

GNA ANTIQUE

REEDED

TAFFETA

ACID ETCH

RAIN

EURO RAIN FROST

EURO RAIN CLEAR

OCEANIC GLUECHIP

SEEDY

GRANITE

SEEDY SPECTRUM

WATER SPECTRUM

BAROQUE

KRINKLE

BAMBOO CLEAR

DELTA CLEAR

DELTA FROST

Caoba Doors offers a full
compliment of mouldings,
panel profiles and
millwork. As a Design
Dictated Manufactorer,
our in-house knife shop
can also duplicate or
design any custom profile
you are looking for. We
look forward to helping
you make
…Your Vision Realized!

www.CAOBAdoors.com
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CASING, CROWN & MORE…

LIGHT OAK

MAPLE

Millwork

WOOD & GLASS OPTIONS

Finishes

Caoba Doors’ Weathervex II
finishing products are
comprised of a Monocomponent water based top
coat which provides
excellent outdoor protection
while meeting with our
commitment to using Eco
friendly low impact
environmentally conscience
product. This proprietary
formula and our 9 step
process provides excellent
transparency, body,
distention, and vertical
adhesion. It has a high
resistance to blocking water
and an exceptional capacity
for filtering ultraviolet rays
from the sun.

NATURAL MAPLE

A
Expansion and Split Resistant
Panel Flex System

F

B
C
E
D

• 1 1/2” Panel Flex System.
• Engineered to eliminate splits that allow
daylight through
• Reduces the probability of expansion and
contraction.
• 5/8” Back To Back Lamination.
• Elastrometric binding caulking is used at top
and bottom of panels
• Panels are built larger than the hole they go
into and inserted during the glue and clamp
process

Construction

Exclusive Solid Laminated Core
Lumber Stiles and Rails
A

Hardwood Edgeband

B

5/8” Back to Back
Solid Panels

C

Panelflex system

D

SLCL Structural
Core

E

Mortise and
Tenon Construction

F

Premium Hardwood
Faces

• (SLCL) Engineered structural beams
• Warp resistant.
• Finger jointed butcher block cores made of
layered strips of wood of the same species.
• Type 1 waterproof exterior adhesive for core
and between layers.
• The SLCL Stiles and Rails are Laminated with
3/8” solid hardwood of your choice (no
veneer is used).

Old World Mortise
and Tenon Joinery

• Solid 3 1/2” tenons machined on the rails.
• Deep slot mortises in the stiles.
• Hand fit maximized glue surface that holds
the joints together tightly and permanently.

Floating Panels with
Factory Pre-Finished Edges
Prior to Assembly
• Panels are engineered to allow them to float
• Panels are not glued or nailed into place.
• Hand applied Automotive Industrial Bondo
is applied to edges to seal raw edges prior to
assembly.
• Pre-stained and pre-finished panel.
37

Innovating Weathervex II
finishing product

Wrought Iron Grilles
and Accents

• Mono-component water based matt top
coat for outdoors.
• Excellent transparency, body, distension
and vertical adhesion.
• High resistance to blocking water with
extremely low color fading.
• Exceptional capacity for filtering ultraviolet
rays from the sun.
• Eco friendly low impact environmental
product.

• Caoba's wrought iron designs are forged by
hand, manufactured in the old world
technique of high heat - metal hammering
metal.
• Unique combination of classic door design
with graceful, undulating metal patterns set
inside tempered glass.
• Clear glass in all of its Wrought Iron
Collection doors. This is to allow the beauty
of the metal to be discernible within the glass.
However, interior glass surfaces can be
obscured for privacy and security.

Guarantee
• Caoba Doors warrants that each door
complies with the industry standard
NWWDA 1.S.6 and all revisions in effect.
• Guaranteed as of the date of manufacture
for the period of two (2) years.
• Caoba Doors further warrants for said
period, that each door is of a good
material and that workmanship is free
from defects that would hinder such door
unserviceable of unfit for the ordinary,
recommended use.
• This warranty applies to doors properly
finished in accordance with Caoba Doors
care and finishing instructions.

Product Based Reliable
Lead Times
• We specialize in all sizes, all wood species,
all hardware options and all finishes.
• Our lead time to fabricate your custom
order is based only on the nature of the
materials. We are subject to world
markets and need to allow enough time to
build it right.

OVERHANG EXPOSURE CO-EFFICIENT
Caoba takes a great deal of pride with every
product it produces. Although we manufacture
a full array of windows and interior products,
we are best known for our entry doors. In the
event that the warranty for you entry door(s)
should become an issue we have designed the
following guidelines to help you better
understand the industry standards with regards
to issues associated with exposure. To insure
that your door lasts a lifetime it is important to
take into consideration your climate as well as
the direction your entrance faces. Protecting
your investment is very important as it will
directly affect the overall performance of the

product. You can easily calculate if you have
an adequate overhang by following this simple
formula: Half the distance from the floor to
the ceiling (exterior side) should be the
projection of your overhang. For Example, if
the measurement from the base of your entry
to the bottom of your overhang is 12 feet than
your overhang should project out
approximately 6 feet.

Protect your door & extend its life
The illustration to the right pertains to most
entrances but there are a few exceptions. If
your unit faces directly south or southwest you

should follow a different set of guidelines. The
distance from the base of your entry to the
bottom of the ceiling should be the projection.
For example, if the measurement from the base
of your entry is 12 feet than so should the
projection of your overhang. It is important to
note that the less your entry is exposed to direct
sun, water, or ocean air the better. The best
solution for a direct exposure application is
“split finish”. Paint the exterior white and stain
the interior any color of your choosing. Please
refer to our written Limited Warranty & Site
and Handling Finish Instructions for more
detailed information.

EXPOSURE COEFFICIENT
X = Distance From Bottom
of Door to Base of Overhang
Y = The Amount of Overhang
Protection Required

LIMITED WARRANTY
620 CP

Doors distributed by Caoba West Dist. are warranted for 2 years
from the date of shipment to be of good material and
workmanship and at the time of shipment free of defects that
would render them unfit for ordinary recommended purposes.
Should a warranted door be found by Caoba West Dist. to be
defective, Caoba West Dist. will at its option, either:
1. Repair the door without charge, or;
2.

Provide a replacement part or parts for repair of the door
without charge, or;

3.

Provide a replacement door in the same stage of fitting
and/or finishing as it was originally supplied, or;

4.

Refund the price received for the door after the defective
door is received by Caoba West Dist.

Final warranty inspection will be made at the factory upon receipt
of defective door. If the claim is found to be invalid, neither credit
nor refund of deposit will be issued for the replacement door or
the original door.

consequential damages. We will not be held liable for any door
repaired or replaced without our prior written consent.
The following are not to be considered defects in material or
workmanship and are not covered by this limited warranty:
1. Wood doors are susceptible to expansion and contraction
caused by temperature and humidity variations. Small
surface checking or slight shrinking or cupping, which may
cause tiny cracks at the joints, may occur under certain
conditions. These deviations from perfection are not
considered flaws. Most doors are shipped unsealed and
unfinished and the natural characteristics of wood
movement cannot be warranted against. Caoba West Dist.’s
“Handling, Site Finishing and Installation Instructions” must
be followed to minimize problems.

8.

Exterior doors not protected by substantial overhang and
exposed to extreme weather conditions, or which have been
finished a dark color and receive direct exposure to
sunlight.

9.

Doors that are not finished and maintained according to
Caoba West Dist.’s written “Handling, Installation and
Finishing Instructions”.

2.

Warp shall not be considered a defect unless it exceeds 1/4”
in the plane of door. Doors wider than 3’6” or higher than
8’ and doors wider than 3’0” or higher than 7’ (1 3/8”
thickness) are not warranted against bow or twist. Warp is
any distortion in the door itself and does not refer to the
relationship or the door to the frame or jamb in which it is
hung. The term warp shall include bow, cup and twist.

11. Doors made without safety glass rein-forcement in
nonconformity with our specifications are not warranted as
to failure of glass elements.

3.

Panel shrinkage.

4.

Cutting into mortise and tenon joints.

14. Any implied warranty shall be limited in duration to the
period of this warranty. There are no warranties that extend
beyond this warranty, and Caoba West Dist.’s sole
responsibility under this warranty is as stated herein. Caoba
West Dist. shall not be held liable for consequential, indirect
or incidental damages, or for any amount in excess of Caoba
West Dist.’s price for the item involved.

We will not be held liable for any door repaired or replaced
without our prior written consent.
You must inspect each door immediately upon receipt. If a defect
is discovered, a written notice must be given to Caoba West Dist.
within 30 days and before the door is hung or altered in any
manner.
We will not pay any cost to remove defective doors or to install
new doors, nor are we responsible for any finishing costs or

5.

The appearance of field finished doors.

6.

Natural variations in the colors of the wood or in the texture
and grain of wood.

7.

Doors which are improperly hung or do not swing freely.

10. Single safety glass reinforcement is not considered to be
true insulating glass. Because of the nature of leaded glass
construction, certain weather conditions may produce
condensation in doors with safety glass reinforcement.
Caoba West Dist. will not warranty doors of this type against
condensation between the two glass elements.

For over 2 decades Caoba Doors has lead the
market in promoting the environmental and
sustainable use of wood.

SMARTWOOD
CERTIFIED
(SW COC 073)

12. Any condition arising from the neglect or failure to properly
maintain the door.
13. Defects or damages arising in or as a result of shipment by
common carriers.
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